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TRUE, RESTFUL 
SLEEP WITH 
TEMPUR®

Great sleep is vital to us all. It’s important for our health, 
development and wellbeing. And we know too many people 
still don’t get the sleep they need. 

At TEMPUR®, our purpose has always been to improve the 
sleep of more people every night, all around the world. 
That’s why, since inventing the world’s first viscoelastic 
mattress and pillow more than 30 years ago, we’ve gone 
on to innovate and develop a full range of leading sleeping 
products. And with our unique healthcare and medical 
heritage, we truly understand the importance of a good 
mattress and pillow to deliver better sleep. 

Now, with the all new TEMPUR Pro® range, we’ve taken our 
revolutionary sleep technology even further. Taking comfort 
and support to a whole new level to transform the sleep of 
people worldwide. So whether you toss and turn, or sleep 
with pain and discomfort, or sleep too hot, we have just the 
right solution for you. Because, when you spend one third of 
your life sleeping, you should settle for nothing but the best.
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The Certified Space Technology™
trademark is used under license.

All Rights Reserved.

BORN FROM 
SPACE AND 
PERFECTED 
FOR SLEEP
The only mattress and pillow brand recognised by NASA 
and certified by the Space Foundation 

At the heart of each mattress and pillow we create is our iconic 
TEMPUR® Material, born from NASA technology. In the late 
1960s, NASA scientists invented a completely new material 
used onboard the Space Shuttles. 

Our founders realised the material’s unique potential. So they 
took that original NASA invention and spent years perfecting 
it into TEMPUR® Material and created the world’s first 
viscoelastic mattress and pillow.

First proving its value in the healthcare sector, TEMPUR® is 
now found in bedrooms around the world, transforming the 
sleep of millions. It’s why we're the only mattress and pillow 
brand recognised by NASA for improving the quality of life. An 
honour that sets us apart, keeps us humble and inspires us to 
continually innovate for sleep that’s out of this world.

 
And it all started with those original NASA scientists.
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TEMPUR® 
MATERIAL IS 
LIKE NOTHING 
ELSE ON 
EARTH
The name TEMPUR® reflects our material’s temperature-
sensitive nature. It’s both viscous and elastic. A unique 
combination achieved by billions of ultra-sensitive cells that 
adapt to your body’s unique shape, weight and warmth.

With TEMPUR® Material, you experience a sensation 
completely unique to you. It precisely aligns and conforms 
to every inch of you, relieving pressure from sensitive areas, 
including your shoulders, back, hips and joints for pure 
comfort and support throughout the night. It even absorbs 
motion from you or your partner, so you’re less likely to 
disturb one another.

How TEMPUR® Material works is complex, but what it does is 
simple, helping you get that true, restful sleep.
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QUALITY IN 
EVERY DETAIL
All TEMPUR® Mattresses are designed and made in Denmark –  
a country with a long-respected tradition of blending form and 
function with exceptional quality. 

From carefully selecting each component to delicately 
stitching every thread, we create the highest quality 
mattresses to help you get the best night’s sleep. In fact, 
during the 60 hours it takes to create a TEMPUR® Mattress, 
our team performs up to 67 checks, ensuring every detail 
is perfect for your bedroom. 

That’s why every TEMPUR® Mattress comes with a 10-
year manufacturer’s guarantee, plus LGA and TÜV quality 
certifications to meet the highest standards of health, safety, 
environmental and technical excellence. Our new TEMPUR 
Pro®, TEMPUR Pro Air™, TEMPUR Prima®, TEMPUR One™ and 
TEMPUR® Comfort Pillow ranges are all MADE IN GREEN by 
OEKO-TEX® labelled with sustainability credentials you can 
trust and peace of mind that lasts.
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NUMBER 1  
IN CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION
TEMPUR® has received multiple awards over the years.  
But for us, there’s only one true measure of success  
– customer satisfaction. That’s why we are proud that  
TEMPUR® is rated #1 in customer satisfaction.

TEMPUR® owners are on average more satisfied than  
owners of other mattress brands.*

On our mission to improve the sleep of more people every 
night, all around the world, we’re always intently listening to 
our customers’ feedback, continuously refining our approach to 
provide the ultimate TEMPUR® experience.

As the world’s largest bedding company, we take our 
commitment to our customers very seriously – a dedication 
that shows in the performance and quality of our products.

*  Based on consumer research across 2021 and 2022 with over 35,000 mattress 
owners in 19 countries, calculated by comparing the average top satisfaction scores 
of TEMPUR® mattress owners across all 19 countries with the closest competitor’s 
average top scores in each country. Closest competitor means the nearest 
competitor based on the interview scores only. 
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LABELLED 
MADE IN 
GREEN BY 
OEKO-TEX®

As a responsible and ethically conscious company, it’s 
important to us that you know your TEMPUR® product is 
made safely and sustainably.

That’s why we’re proud our new TEMPUR Pro®, TEMPUR Pro 
Air™, TEMPUR Prima®, TEMPUR One™ and TEMPUR® Comfort 
Pillow ranges are all MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX® labelled. 
This ensures every labelled product is made with materials 
thoroughly tested to be free from harmful substances and 
produced in environmentally friendly facilities under socially 
responsible working conditions. We’re also striving to reduce 
our energy footprint and our impact on landfill sites in 
innovative and impactful ways. So we can all sleep better at 
night, knowing we’re doing our part to help leave a smaller 
footprint on our environment.
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THE FUTURE 
OF SLEEP IS 
HERE
TEMPUR® was born from space. From thinking beyond 
boundaries. From discovering new possibilities. From 
pushing further than anyone else on Earth. 

It’s this mindset that defines who we are. With our 
legacy in NASA technology, we’re forever looking to 
the future. Continually exploring and inventing new 
ways to transform the sleep of people worldwide.

And it’s a formula we’ve mastered with the all new 
TEMPUR Pro® range. Created from next generation 
TEMPUR® Materials to form our most advanced, 
adaptive and beautifully engineered mattresses ever.

With the new TEMPUR Pro® range, the future of sleep is here.
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MATTRESSES
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The TEMPUR Pro® collection* takes comfort and support to 
a whole new level. Featuring all new TEMPUR® Advanced 
Material that relieves 20% more pressure,** adapts even 
better and absorbs more motion.

Billions of ultra-sensitive cells inside respond to your 
weight, shape and warmth, conforming to every inch  
of you. For the ultimate balance of comfort and support  
so you can enjoy true, restful sleep.

With the TEMPUR Pro® range, the future of sleep is here. 

TEMPUR PRO
THE ALL NEW

RESTFUL SLEEP
WITH

EXPERIENCE TRUE,

 *  TEMPUR Pro®, TEMPUR Pro® SmartCool™, 
TEMPUR Pro® SoftQuilt, TEMPUR Pro® CoolQuilt.

 **  Based on internal tests comparing TEMPUR® Original 
with TEMPUR® Advanced Material, conducted by 
Dan-Foam ApS between February and July 2021.
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T H E  A L L  N E W  T E M P U R

Experience your most restful, undisturbed sleep 
ever with the new TEMPUR Pro®.

Featuring all new TEMPUR® Advanced Material 
that relieves 20% more pressure,* adapts even 
better and absorbs more motion. So you’ll 
experience comfort and support on a whole 
new level. TEMPUR Pro® is available in different 
heights and feels to match your individual sleep 
needs. For true, restful sleep.

TEMPUR® EVER
THE MOST ADAPTIVE

WITH

20% MORE
PRESSURE RELIEF
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TEMPUR Adapt® Material 
The original pressure-relieving, body-conforming and motion-
absorbing TEMPUR® Technology made even more resilient and long 
lasting

TEMPUR Pro® SoftQuilt Cover
With 2cm of TEMPUR® Material woven in, this pillowy soft and 
luxurious quilted cover offers pure comfort. Keep clean by unzipping 
and professionally laundering*

TEMPUR DuraBase™ Technology 
High-quality base technology working with the layers above to 
ensure long-lasting comfort and support 

TEMPUR® Advanced Material 
Relieves 20% more pressure,** adapts even better and absorbs 
more motion

INSIDE THE
TEMPUR  
PRO® ADAPT

 *  TEMPUR Pro® Adapt single sizes are machine washable at 60°C; we recommend other sizes are 
professionally cleaned and tumble dried. 
For full details, always refer to the Use and Care instructions included.

 **  Based on internal tests comparing TEMPUR® Original with TEMPUR® Advanced Material, conducted by Dan-
Foam ApS between February and July 2021.

Choose your TEMPUR Pro® Adapt 
model

Our most adaptive and luxurious mattress ever

With our simple step-up system, you can choose the model 
height that’s right for you. With each step-up, you’ll add 
more thickness – meaning more TEMPUR® Material and more 
luxurious comfort and body conforming support. 

 MEDIUM FIRM A medium firm mattress feel with extra ease 
of movement and conforming support

 MEDIUM A medium mattress feel for the perfect balance of 
comfort and support

SOFT A soft, cosy mattress feel with body conforming 
support

Pro Luxe
At a 32cm in base height, our TEMPUR Pro® Adapt Luxe is our top-
of-the-line model for the ultimate comfort and support. With an 
additional 2cm of TEMPUR® Material woven in, this pillowy soft and 
quilted cover offers added luxurious comfort. 

Pro
At 23cm in base height, TEMPUR Pro® Adapt offers the signature 
TEMPUR® feeling that gently conforms to your body for perfect 
comfort and support. With an additional 2cm of TEMPUR® Material 
woven in, this pillowy soft and quilted cover offers added luxurious 
comfort.

Pro Plus
At 27cm in base height, the TEMPUR Pro® Adapt Plus SoftQuilt has a 
generous level of TEMPUR® Material inside for unique comfort and 
body conforming support. With an additional 2cm of TEMPUR® Material 
woven in, this pillowy soft and quilted cover offers added luxurious 
comfort.

With our simple step-up system, you can choose the model 
height that’s right for you. With each step-up, you’ll add 
more thickness – meaning more TEMPUR® Material and more 
luxurious comfort and body conforming support.

Choose your TEMPUR Pro® Adapt™ 
model
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TEMPUR Adapt® Material 
The original pressure-relieving, body-conforming and motion-
absorbing TEMPUR® Technology made even more resilient and 
long lasting

TEMPUR Pro® SmartCool™ Cover
A cool-to-the-touch SmartCool™ Cover that absorbs excess heat 
and is easy to keep clean and fresh – simply unzip and wash at 
40°C

TEMPUR DuraBase™ Technology 
High-quality base technology working with the layers above to 
ensure long-lasting comfort and support 

TEMPUR® Advanced Material 
Relieves 20% more pressure,* adapts even better and absorbs 
more motion

INSIDE THE 
TEMPUR PRO® 
SMARTCOOL™

*  Based on internal tests comparing TEMPUR® Original with TEMPUR® Advanced 
Material, conducted by Dan-Foam ApS between February and July 2021.

Our most adaptive cooling mattress ever
Pro Luxe
At a full 30cm in height, our TEMPUR Pro® Luxe SmartCool™ brings 
all the luxury TEMPUR® can offer – our top-of-the-line model for the 
ultimate comfort and support.   

Pro
At 21cm in height, TEMPUR Pro® SmartCool™ offers the signature 
TEMPUR® feeling that gently conforms to your body for perfect 
comfort and support. 

Pro Plus
At 25cm in height, the TEMPUR Pro® Plus SmartCool™ has a generous 
level of TEMPUR® Material inside for unique comfort and body 
conforming support.

With our simple step-up system, you can choose the model 
height that’s right for you. With each step-up, you’ll add 
more thickness – meaning more TEMPUR® Material and more 
luxurious comfort and body conforming support.

Choose your TEMPUR Pro® 
SmartCool™ model

 MEDIUM FIRM A medium firm mattress feel with extra ease 
of movement and conforming support

 MEDIUM A medium mattress feel for the perfect balance of 
comfort and support

SOFT A soft, cosy mattress feel with body conforming 
support

Choose your TEMPUR Pro® 
SmartCool™ feel
When it comes to the comfort feel of our mattress, we all 
have a preference. That’s why TEMPUR® offers a range of 
mattress feels to meet your individual needs. With TEMPUR 
Pro® SmartCool™, you can choose from a unique selection of 
feels depending on the exact level of softness, firmness or 
bounce you prefer. 
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T H E  A L L  N E W  T E M P U R  P R O

28

Visit the TEMPUR website 
to discover the entire 

Collection, available at 
these premium retailers.
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PILLOWS
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Pillows

OMBRACIO PILLOW

SYMPHONY PILLOW

The unique patented design of 
this pillow with notches at the 
sides was created specifically for 
stomach sleepers.  
TEMPUR® Micro-Cushions inside 
allow you to find your most 
comfortable position.

Our Symphony pillow offers a 
more traditional shape with 
gently sloping contours and a 
thicker profile for consistent, all 
night support without shifting or 
reshaping while you sleep.

MILLENNIUM PILLOW

This pillow tilts forward slightly 
to hug your neck and shoulders 
when you sleep on your back or 
side. The contours are designed 
to provide proper alignment for 
your head, neck and shoulders. 

COMFORT PILLOW

This pillow perfectly matches 
the TEMPUR®  Soft feel mattress. 
Featuring TEMPUR® Extra Soft 
material inside for a softer initial 
feel, your head and neck will be 
cradled as the pillow conforms to 
your shape.

ORIGINAL PILLOW

Our Original Pillow helps align 
your spine when sleeping on 
your back or side. It conforms 
to your natural curvature to 
help your neck and shoulder 
muscles relax fully to alleviate 
any discomfort.

TEMPUR LONG HUG 
PILLOW
Wonderfully versatile, besides 
being used as a hug pillow, its 
length means that it can replace 
the need for two pillows on a 
double bed. It can also be used 
as a support pillow when reading 
or watching TV in bed or on the 
couch.
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At the touch of one button, the TEMPUR® 
ZERO-G base adjusts to form the ultimate 
position for a feeling of complete 
weightlessness in a single movement.

*Certain features only available on specific models.

TEMPUR® ZERO-G 
Adjustable Bases

Anti-Snore 
Technology

Lifestyle 
benefits of 

adjustability

Smart Home 
Connectivity

Personalised sleep  
coaching
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Design
The ergonomic Bed Frame is 
lightweight, featuring a sleek 
breathable mesh surface 
designed to hug the curvature 
of the mattress and your body. 

By gently elevating your legs, 
the TEMPUR® Zero G® pre-set 
is designed to help increase 
circulation throughout your 
body for an experience of 
complete relaxation that will 
leave you feeling refreshed and 
rejuvenated.

New soothing Sonic Massage 
can relax your tension away. 
With a choice of three massage 
intensities, find your perfect 
setting to relax and rejuvenate.

Support
Discover your perfect position 
to sleep, read, and watch 
TV – your back, legs and neck 
are supported and perfectly 
cradled. The wireless remote is 
fitted with a one-touch button 
that raises legs slightly above 
the heart to relieve pressure off 
the lower spine and increase 
circulation.

Benefits of 
Adjustable Bases

Ergo Pro Smart

Key Features:

• Head & Foot 
Articulation

• Zero-G Preset
• One Touch Flat
• Child Lock
• Zero Clearance
• Anti-snore
• Lumbar Support
• 2 programmable 

presets
• Smart Sleeptracker AI 

sensors

• Smart Home Connectivity
• Soundbar
• Vibra-acoustic 2 Zone 

Relaxation 
• Adjustable Relaxation 

Frequency
• TV/Reading preset
• USB fast charge (A+C)
• LED underbed lighting
• LED illuminated badge

Ergo Smart

Key Features:

• Head & Foot 
Articulation

• Zero-G Preset
• One Touch Flat
• Child Lock
• Zero Clearance
• Anti-snore
• Lumbar Support
• 2 Programmable 

presets
• Massage (2 zone,  

2 intensity, 3 waves)

• Smart Sleeptracker AI 
sensors

• Smart Home Connectivity
• TV/Reading preset
• USB Fast Charge (A+C)
• LED underbed lighting
• LED illuminated badge
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Temperature and humidity are two 
controllable variables that play an important 
element in sleep comfort. We recommend 
TEMPUR® Mattresses be used in conjunction 
with our Manchester, specifically designed 
to offer the ultimate solution to regulate 
temperature during sleep.

TEMPUR-Fit™ 
Manchester

TEMPUR® Sheets, Pillowcases and Protectors are 
capable of handling significant temperature 
variations over the four Australian Seasons for 
your best night’s sleep.

TEMPUR-Fit™ Pillow Protector 
Designed to enhance the life of your TEMPUR® Pillow, 
the TEMPUR®-FIT™ Protector is soft, breathable, 
stretchable and micro-thin. The ultimate companion 
for your luxury TEMPUR® Pillow that will protect you 
and your family against stains and dust mites for 
years to come.  

TEMPUR-Fit™ Mattress Protector 
Waterproof, breathable and stretchable, the 
TEMPUR-FIT™ Mattress Protector consists of natural 
fibres, which are breathable and micro-thin. The 
protector features an ‘intelligent membrane’ that 
acts as a barrier against dust mites and is one of the 
thinnest of its type available on the market.  
Available in all standard mattress sizes

Ergo

EASE 4.0

Key Features: 

• Head & Foot 
Articulation

• Zero-G Preset
• One Touch Flat
• Child lock
• Zero Clearance
• Anti-snore
• Lumbar support

• 1 zone relaxation /  
2 intensities

• Memory preset
• LED underbed lighting
• USB Fast charge 

Key Features: 

• Head & Foot articulation
• Zero-G Preset
• One touch flat
• Child lock
• Zero Clearance
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Benefit from
TEMPUR® support

throughout
the day

TEMPUR®  
Home & Travel

TEMPUR® Leg Spacer  
Recommended for use between your  
legs or under your ankles to relieve 
pressure and enable you to sit or lie 
more comfortably.  
Size: 27 x 20 x 20 cm

TEMPUR® Lumbar Support

Perfect for added support and comfort in 
the 
lumbar region.  Variable height 
adjustment and fastening strap keeps 
the support in the right place. Size: 36 x 
36 x 7 cm

TEMPUR® Seat Cushion
This cushion distributes your weight 
more evenly over the surface, 
improving comfort and reducing 
numbness while sitting. Can be used on 
most chairs.  
Size: 40 x 42 x 5 cm

Travel, work and rest with the benefit of 
TEMPUR® support throughout the day.  
With a range of high quality products suited 
to a variety of needs and activities, these 
TEMPUR® Home & Travel items have been 
developed to help you enjoy a  
comfortable lifestyle.

Most products in the collection come with  
covers that are easy to remove and wash.

Travel, work and rest in comfort
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TEMPUR® Transit Lumbar Support
A handy lumbar support for use while 
travelling or at home. Simply place it 
between the chair and your back in your 
preferred sitting position.  
Size: 30 x 25 x 6 cm

TEMPUR® Transit Pillow
Supports the neck and head gently 
allowing you to sleep more comfortably 
when travelling.  
Size: 30 x 28 x 8 cm

TEMPUR® Original Travel Pillow
Take your favourite pillow with you when  
you are away from home - This pillow  
is supplied with a travel bag which  
compresses the volume 70% when packed.  
Size: 25 x 31 x 10/7 cm

TEMPUR® Sleep Mask
Gently forms to the shape of your face to 
seal out light whilst cushioning the eye area 
while you sleep or rest. 
Size: Adjustable
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